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**ABSTRACT**

This article outlines the basic principles of OFDM-IDMA. Comparisons with other alternative technologies such as OFDM-CDMA and OFDMA are provided. Some attractive features of OFDM-IDMA are explained, including low-cost iterative multi-user detection, flexible rate adaptation, frequency diversity, and significant advantages regarding spectral and power efficiency.

**INTRODUCTION**

Frequency division multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA) are the main technologies used in first- to third-generation mobile cellular networks. Much recent research has been focused on the evolution paths for beyond third-generation (B3G) and fourth-generation (4G) systems. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and the related orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) have been widely studied for this purpose. OFDMA offers a number of advantages. Some of these are listed below. (Here the focus is on comparison between OFDMA and CDMA, since these are the two main options being considered for B3G and 4G.)

- Based on a cyclic prefix technique, OFDMA can achieve inter-symbol interference (ISI) free transmission in multi-path channels. The related receiver cost is independent of the number of resolvable paths. However, CDMA employs a rake receiver technique to suppress multi-path effects and the related cost increases at least linearly with the number of paths and so can be very high for channels with a large number of paths.
- OFDMA allows each user to select subcarriers with high channel gains. This provides a means to realize the water-filling principle — a well-known strategy in information theory for approaching the ISI channel capacity. However, it is not convenient to realize the water-filling principle by CDMA.
- OFDMA is in principle an orthogonal technique. Multiple access interference (MAI) free transmission can be achieved by allocating different subcarriers to different users. In contrast, MAI among same-cell users is a serious issue in CDMA.
- Future systems may need to support both packet data and speech services. Packet mode service potentially involves high-rate transmission with all of the bandwidth resource allocated to a single user (or a small number of users), which is relatively easy for OFDMA but not for CDMA. Due to its spread spectrum nature, CDMA is not convenient for high-rate transmission by a single user (or a small number of users).1

Plain OFDMA is prone to fading in subcarriers. One solution to this problem is the use of forward error control (FEC) coding across subcarriers. Another solution is OFDM-CDMA, in which each information bit is spread and transmitted over a number of subcarriers. Since spreading results in rate loss, OFDM-CDMA allows multiple users to share common subcarriers. This avoids rate loss but at the cost of reintroducing MAI.

Multi-user detection (MUD) is a potential solution to the MAI problem. In the past, MUD was viewed as a costly option, but the situation has changed recently with progress in iterative processing techniques [1]. In particular, the interleave division multiple access (IDMA) scheme [2–4] allows a very low-cost chip-by-chip (CBC) MUD algorithm to be used. The related complexity (after being normalized to each user) is independent of the number of users, indicating its potential for practical use. A disadvantage  

1 Note that we should distinguish single-user rate and cellular spectral efficiency. The latter is measured by the aggregate rate of all the users. When a large number of users are present, the CDMA cellular spectral efficiency can be very competitive compared with other alternatives such as TDMA or FDMA. However, since CDMA involves spreading, its achievable maximum single-user rate is relatively low.
of IDMA is that its receiver complexity still increases linearly with the number of paths, which can be a concern for very wideband systems.

The OFDM-IDMA scheme presented in [5, 6] combines most of the advantages of the multiple access schemes mentioned above (such as OFDMA, CDMA, OFDM-CDMA, and IDMA) and avoids their individual disadvantages. With OFDM-IDMA, ISI is resolved by an OFDM layer and MAI is suppressed by an IDMA layer, both at low cost. With these two main obstacles removed, OFDM-IDMA offers many attractive features including:

• The achievable throughput of OFDM-IDMA is considerably higher than that reported for CDMA and OFDM-CDMA in the literature.

• If the entire bandwidth resource in a cell can be allocated to a single user, OFDM-IDMA can achieve a very high single-user throughput using a superposition coding technique [8]. This property is crucial for packet mode transmission. It is difficult to achieve very high single-user throughput with the existing CDMA or OFDM-CDMA techniques.

• The power efficiency of OFDM-IDMA can be greatly enhanced by use of an unequal power control strategy inherited from IDMA [2].

• In fading environments, OFDM-IDMA can offer the so-called multi-user gain [7], which is an interesting concept from information theory. The power efficiency of OFDM-IDMA is potentially much higher than that of orthogonal schemes such as FDMA, TDMA, or OFDMA. The difference can be very significant at high rates (Fig. 5).

In what follows, we outline the basic principles of OFDM-IDMA. Comparisons are made between OFDM-IDMA and other alternatives. We demonstrate the advantages of OFDM-IDMA using numerical examples. We also discuss existing issues and future research topics.

**OFDMA AND OFDM-CDMA Principles**

OFDMA is an orthogonal multiple access scheme directly based on OFDM techniques, which is formed by dividing the available subcarriers in OFDM into non-overlapping subsets and assigning each user a unique subset. Some properties of OFDMA are listed below:

• Each subcarrier is occupied by at most one user.

• Orthogonality among subcarriers can be maintained in multi-path channels provided that the cyclic prefix length is longer than the channel length. Clearly, this also guarantees the orthogonality among users.

• In practice, DFT and IDFT can be implemented using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and its inverse IFFT with greatly reduced cost.

• Each coded bit is modulated onto a subcarrier by IFFT. All of the modulated sub-carries are transmitted in parallel.

If channel information is known at the transmitter side, a proper strategy is to assign each user subcarrier with relatively high gains. (Note that channel gains seen by different users are different.) This agrees with the well known water-filling principle for achieving the capability of a frequency selective channel. However, when no channel information is available at the transmitter side, the performance of plain OFDMA may be affected by fluctuation (i.e., fading) among the gains of subcarriers. This problem motivates the work on OFDM-CDMA.

Similar to OFDMA, the information in OFDM-CDMA [9–12] is also modulated onto the subcarriers by using IDFT. We highlight the main characteristics of OFDM-CDMA below.

• For OFDM-CDMA, each coded bit is spread into several chips before being modulated onto different subcarriers. This results in frequency diversity that averages out the fading effect.

• However, the spreading operation results in redundancy. To avoid rate loss, OFDM-CDMA allows several users to share a common subcarrier. More specifically, the restriction in OFDMA that each subcarrier is occupied by at most one user is removed in OFDM-CDMA, which, unfortunately, re-introduces the MAI problem.

• The use of the OFDM in OFDM-CDMA resolves the ISI problem. When the channel length is very large (such as for a very wideband system), OFDM-CDMA can be more efficient than CDMA with regard to receiver complexity, since the complexity of an OFDM-CDMA receiver is independent of the channel length while that of a CDMA rake receiver increases at least linearly with the channel length.

MAI imposes the main limitation on OFDM-CDMA performance. Single-user detection results in poor performance. MUD can be used to alleviate this problem, but the complexity of the conventional MUD techniques constitutes an obstacle in their practical use.

**IDMA Principles**

In IDMA [2–4] each user is assigned a unique interleaver, which is used to distinguish it from other users. IDMA can be regarded as a special form of CDMA. An attractive feature of IDMA is that it allows the use of a low-complexity iterative MUD technique that is applicable to systems with a large number of users.

The basic principles of IDMA are illustrated in Fig. 1a. At the transmitter side, the information data from user $k$ is first encoded by an FEC encoder labeled by ENC. The resultant signal is then interleaved by its unique interleaver $\pi_k$ before transmission. Let us consider a flat fading channel (i.e., single-path channel). The received signal can be written as

\[ r(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} h_k(n) x_k(n) + z(n) \]

(1a)

\[ = h_k(n) x_k(n) + z(n), \]  

(1b)

2 When the number of users is less than the spreading length, orthogonal spreading sequences can be used, but frequency selective fading may destroy the orthogonality.
With IDMA, chip-level interleaving ensures that the transmitted sequences from different users are almost un-correlated. Consequently, matrix operations are not necessary and the simple CBC detection is sufficient to provide near optimal performance.

where $h_k(n)$ is the fading coefficient seen by user $k$ at time $n$, $\{z(n)\}$ are samples of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and $\xi_k(n) = \sum_{m \neq k} h_m(n)x_m(n) + z(n)$ represents the interference plus noise component in $r(n)$ with respect to user $k$ at time $n$. From the central limit theorem, $\xi_k(n)$ can be approximated by a Gaussian random variable. The core of the IDMA receiver in Fig. 1a consists of the iteration of the following two operations:

- Estimate $x_k(n)$ based on Eq. 1b. This is a standard signal detection problem since $\xi_k(n)$ is a Gaussian random variable. The elementary signal estimator (ESE) shown in Fig. 1a. Under the Gaussian approximation, $\xi_k(n)$ is completely characterized by its mean $E(\xi_k(n))$ and variance $\text{Var}(\xi_k(n))$. A fast technique is described in [2] to compute $E(\xi_k(n))$ and $\text{Var}(\xi_k(n))$.

- Process the outputs of the above operation using the a posteriori probability decoders (APP DECs). The results are used to refine the estimates of the mean and variance of $\xi_k(n)$ to be used in the next iteration.

In MUD for conventional CDMA systems, matrix operations are required to handle the correlation among the spreading sequences of different users [13]. With IDMA (and OFDM-IDMA discussed in the next sub-section), chip-level interleaving ensures that the transmitted sequences from different users are almost un-correlated. Consequently, matrix operations are not necessary and the simple CBC detection outlined above (with cost independent of $K$) is sufficient to provide near optimal performance. This removes the main obstacle to MUD in applications.

**OFDM-IDMA Principles**

The IDMA receiver complexity over multi-path channels is related to the channel length. Recently, OFDM-IDMA was proposed [5, 6] as an alternative to plain IDMA over multi-path channels. OFDM-IDMA inherits most of the merits of OFDM and IDMA. The key advantage of OFDM-IDMA is that MUD can be realized efficiently with complexity per user independent of the channel length and the number of users, which is significantly lower than that of other alternatives.

Figure 1b shows the transmitter/receiver structure of an OFDM-IDMA system with $K$ users. The coded signals are first interleaved by user-specific interleavers $\{\pi_k\}$. Then the resultant signals, again denoted by $\{x_k(n)\}$, are modulated onto subcarriers by using IDFT. Each subcarrier can be occupied by several users, so users are solely distinguished by their interleavers. The received signal after DFT can be represented by
where $H_k(n)$ is referred to as the channel gain of the $n$th subcarrier for user $k$, $Z(n)$ denotes AWGN at subcarrier $n$, and $\Xi_k(n) = \sum_{m \neq k} H_m(n)x_m(n) + Z(n)$ represents the interference plus noise component in $R(n)$ with respect to user $k$ at subcarrier $n$. From the central limit theorem, $\Xi_k(n)$ can again be approximated by a Gaussian random variable. The similarity between Eqs. 1 and 2 indicates that the receiver principles outlined for IDMA earlier can be directly applied to OFDM-IDMA.

Suppose that the aggregate rate $R$ in Fig. 1b is fixed and each user has a single-user rate $R/K$. When $K$ is large, the single-user rate $R/K$ will be low. A simple and convenient way to realize a low-rate code is concatenating a common FEC code (such as a rate-1/2 convolutional or turbo or LDPC code) with a repetition code. In this case, the repetition coding acts similarly as the spreading operation for CDMA. The outputs of a repetition encoder are dispersed over different subcarriers after IDFT. At the receiver, the inputs to a repetition decoder are collected from different subcarriers and combined. As a result, the frequency selective part of fading (i.e., the difference among the gains of different subcarriers) is averaged out when the rate of repetition coding is sufficiently low (e.g., $\leq 1/8$), and the average channel gains of subcarriers become the dominating factor, hence achieving frequency diversity.

The above also implies a fast technique to predict the performance of OFDM-IDMA based on knowledge of the average channel gains. Figure 2 shows the simulated and predicted performance of OFDM-IDMA using a rate-1/2 convolutional code (with generator $(23, 35)_8$) followed by a repetition code with different length $S$. QPSK modulation is used. The average channel gains are used for prediction. The number of users $K = 2S$, so the system throughput is kept constant ($R = 2$). We can see from Fig. 2 that the predicted and simulated performance curves are quite close when $S \geq 8$.

The availability of a fast performance prediction technique is crucial for search-based system optimization. In particular, it has been shown in [2] that the spectral and power efficiency of IDMA can be greatly enhanced by using an unequal power allocation strategy. The same principle also applies to OFDM-IDMA and the optimization techniques developed in [2] can be used. The optimized OFDM-IDMA scheme possesses several attractive properties, including:

- Very high spectral efficiency
- Flexibility in multi-user as well as single-user mode transmission,
- Multi-user gain in fading channels

We will provide numerical examples to elaborate on these properties in the next section.

**Comparisons Between OFDM-IDMA and Other Alternative Technologies**

In what follows, we demonstrate the advantages of OFDM-IDMA over other alternatives using numerical results. We mainly consider the uplink scenario. (More research is required for downlink MUD.) Only Rayleigh fading is considered in Figs. 3 and 4. Path loss and shadow fading are considered in Fig. 5.

We assume that every user transmits at an...
equal rate $r = R/K$ bits per chip. Here a chip is a basic unit $x_k(n)$ in Fig. 1, and $R$ is the system aggregate rate. The number of OFDM subcarriers is 512. For simplicity, we always assume that the Rayleigh fading factors of different subcarriers are independent of each other [10]. Also for simplicity, we assume that the subcarrier allocation is random (without water-filling type optimization).

**OFDM-IDMA vs. OFDM-CDMA**

Figure 3 is a comparison between OFDM-IDMA and OFDM-CDMA based on the same rate-$1/2$ convolutional code with generator $(23, 35)_8$ in a Rayleigh fading channel. The lengths of the repetition code in OFDM-IDMA and spreading sequence in OFDM-CDMA are both 16. QPSK modulation is used. For clarity, the path loss and shadow fading are not included in this example. In OFDM-CDMA, the spreading sequences are the orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard sequences when $K = 16$ and randomly generated when $K > 16$. The detection method (post-equalization) in [11] is employed in OFDM-CDMA. Its complexity is similar to that of OFDM-IDMA except that an extra matrix (with size $K 	imes K$) inversion is involved in its first iteration. When $K = 16$, 28 and 32, the system aggregate rate $R = 1$, 1.75, and 2 bits/chip respectively. From Fig. 3, we can clearly see that OFDM-IDMA outperforms OFDM-CDMA and that the performance advantage increases as $K$ increases. Here, the performance gain with OFDM-IDMA is mainly attributed to the use of user-specific interleavers, which greatly facilitates the convergence of iterative MUD [2].

**OFDM-IDMA vs. OFDMA**

OFDM-IDMA supports flexible allocation of resources among users. Suppose that a repetition code is employed for frequency diversity. High-rate transmission can be supported by a multi-stream scheme with superposition coding, as illustrated in Fig. 1c where two code streams are assigned to each user. The two streams are independently interleaved using $\pi_1$ and $\pi_2$ respectively, and superimposed [8] before subcarrier allocation. Assuming the same rate for all ENCs, the information rate of a user in Fig. 1c is twice that of a user in Fig. 1b. This principle can be easily generalized to allocate more code streams to a user as required. This arrangement provides great flexibility for adjusting the rates of different users. The receiver operations are nearly the same as those in Fig. 1b, since a code stream can be simply treated as a “virtual” user at the receiver.

Figure 4 shows the performance of the worst user (with the lowest power) in an OFDM-IDMA system using a rate-$1/2$ convolutional code (with generator $(23, 35)_8$) followed by a length-$8$ repetition code and QPSK modulation. The rate for each code stream is 1/8. We fix the aggregate rate $R$ to 3, so 24 code streams are involved. We assume that all users have the same number of streams. Thus each user is assigned one stream when the number of users $K = 24$, and two streams when $K = 12$, etc. The unequal power allocation discussed in [2] is applied. Denote by $E$ the reference power level. The power levels of the 24 streams are, respectively,

- $E$ for 13 streams
- $E + 3.1677$ dB for 2 streams
- $E + 3.9596$ dB for 2 streams
- $E + 5.5430$ dB for 7 streams

The average $E_s/N_0$ in Fig. 4 is computed based on $E$ and the above power profile.

For comparison, we show the performance of an OFDMA system (with the same throughput 3) based on the BICM scheme using 16-QAM modified set partitioning mapping [14]. (It can
be shown that the detection complexity of OFDMA with BICM considered here is comparable to that of OFDM-IDMA.) We did not include the results for OFDM-CDMA due to its difficulty in achieving a high single-user rate.

We only consider Rayleigh fading in Fig. 4 (i.e., no path loss and shadow fading). It can be seen that OFDM-IDMA has similar performance to OFDMA for \( K = 1 \). In this case, all 24 code streams are assigned to the sole user, hence all streams experience the same fading (i.e., for a fixed \( n \), all \( H_k(n), \forall k \) are the same in Eq. 2). Interestingly, this represents a relatively bad environment for the CBC detector, as we can observe that the OFDM-IDMA performance improves as \( K \) increases. It appears that when \( K \) increases, the fluctuation among \( H_k(n) \) (caused by the independent channel fading of different users) for different \( k \) is beneficial to the CBC detector. In contrast, the performance of OFDMA degrades as \( K \) increases.\(^5\) Clearly, when \( K \) is large, OFDM-IDMA significantly outperforms OFDMA.

OFDM-IDMA employing superposition coding also provides a convenient method for water-filling-based resource allocation, which can be realized simply by varying the numbers of code streams on each subcarrier, and the adjustment can be made very fine by employing low-rate codes. As a comparison, water-filling using conventional coded modulation schemes can be a quite difficult issue: a large collection of different encoders/decoders may be needed if we want a large rate range and/or a fine adjustment step size for water-filling.

We now proceed to examine the near-far effect and shadow fading in a single hexagon cell environment. The channels considered in Fig. 5 include three factors: path loss, shadow fading, and Rayleigh fading. For path loss, the fourth power law is used and the distance from the farthest corner of the cell to the base station is normalized to 1. For shadow fading, a lognormal random variable with standard deviation of 8 dB is used. The AWGN is complex with variance 1/2 per dimension. We assume that the transmitter has knowledge of the path loss and shadow fading factors and we allow an outage probability of 0.01. The power allocation and channel matching strategies in [2] are used. Figure 5 shows the BER performance of the worst user versus the average total transmitted power. The performance of an OFDMA scheme with BICM is also given as reference.

It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the performance of OFDMA degrades with increasing \( K \) (the reason is the same as that explained in footnote 5). In contrast, the power efficiency of OFDM-IDMA improves as \( K \) increases. The difference between the two systems is related to the so-called “multi-user gain” and its theoretical explanation can be found in [7] and [15].\(^5\) Figure 6 provides an illustration of multi-user gain. The required average transmitted sum power versus system throughput for different multiple access schemes is shown in this figure. For simplicity, we only consider quasi-static flat fading channels here. We can see from this figure that there are significant gaps between the theoretical limit and the required minimum transmitted sum power of OFDMA and conventional (random waveform) CDMA with single user detection. The theoretical limit in Fig. 6 can only be achieved by schemes with multi-user transmission and detection [15]. Although only flat fading channels are considered in this figure, the trend is the same for frequency selective channels, which is demonstrated by the simulation results in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, for \( K = 4 \), OFDM-IDMA can achieve about 4 dB gain compared with OFDMA, which is in line with the relative gap between the theoretical limit and the performance of OFDMA in Fig. 6. Clearly, the impact of multi-user gain is very significant, and OFDM-IDMA provides a practical means toward the realization of such gain.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined the basic principles of OFDM-IDMA and compared it with other alternatives, including OFDM-CDMA and OFDMA. We have shown that OFDM-IDMA has significant advantages regarding spectral and power efficiency, flexibility for adaptive transmission, and receiver complexity.

As a relatively new concept, there remain many outstanding issues in OFDM-IDMA, including pilot signal design, channel estimation, close-loop power control, adaptive transmission, and resource allocation. The possibility of low-cost MUD creates quite different dimensions to these issues compared to the situation in traditional systems as many functions can now be conducted jointly and iteratively.

Our discussion here relates mainly to the uplink. Theoretically, multi-user gain also applies to the downlink [15], but the related MUD cost can be a serious concern. From Fig. 5, a large portion of the potential multi-user gain can be achieved by supporting only a small number of

---

\(^1\) The performance of OFDMA is not affected by \( K \) if an ideal code is employed, but this is not the case for the practical BICM scheme used here. When \( K \) increases, the block length decreases and the BICM performance degrades. (As stated in the caption of Fig. 4, the total information block length for each user is \((512 \times 24)/K\) for both OFDM-IDMA and OFDMA.)

\(^5\) The multi-user gain here is related to the discussion in section 6.2.2 in [15] on achieving the capacity of multiple access fading channels. It is subtly different from the multi-user diversity gain discussed in [15] for opportunistic communication.
As a relatively new concept, there remain many outstanding issues in OFDM-IDMA including pilot signal design, channel estimation, close-loop power control, adaptive transmission and resource allocation.

Outstanding issues remain many. In conclusion, OFDM-IDMA appears a competitive candidate for future wireless communication systems.
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